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About This Content

The Trials of Frostgate are not for the faint of heart. Only the bravest shall be named Champion.

Trials of Frostgate transports 2-4 heroes to the Free City of Frostgate, where the Northern Tribes have gathered for feasting,
dancing, and sacred rituals, including the famed trials. In four new challenges, the heroes of Terrinoth face grueling tests of

courage and strength. Warriors will earn glory and tattoos of their totemic animals to commemorate their victory. Rise to the
challenge. Experience a new adventure and face the Trials of Frostgate!
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Disclaimer -- This is a DLC for a companion app for a board game. Not a standalone computer game.

4 one shot adventures "trials" great if you need a session with little commitment. Something that RtL was lacking in so far.
Delve you're commiting to 6 encounters, and campaigns even more. Good way to showcase the system to new players, or players
you won't play with often.

some test plays on my part solo has shown that there are different map layouts in each trial, and they will use expansion tiles. If
you dislike the Delve because of the way it rewards rushing through at breakneck speed, you will find options here that do quite
the opposite. Trial of the bear is basically horde mode. Trial of the hawk seems more like the delve where it forces you trhough
at break neck speed. Need to experiment more with the other 2, but lion looks like facing off against biggest monsters in your
collection, and wolf is something else completely about guiding spirits of ancestors to the spirit realm.

I was really hoping when they leaked that new content was coming that wed get another full campaign for a big box, or possibly
a shorter length for a small box expansion. This was still an insta-buy for me. I will continue to buy anything halfway decent,
even like this that fills a little niche for different types of play. They released 2 full length campaigns so far so 5 dollars is
nothing to ensure continued support for this amazing app that makes descent playable for our groups.
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